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a b s t r a c t 

This paper presents MERGILO, a method for reconciling knowledge extracted from multiple natural lan- 

guage sources, and for delivering it as a knowledge graph. The underlying problem is relevant in many 

application scenarios requiring the creation and dynamic evolution of a knowledge base, e.g. automatic 

news summarization, human–robot dialoguing, etc. After providing a formal definition of the problem, 

we propose our holistic approach to handle natural language input – typically independent texts as in 

news from different sources – and we output a knowledge graph representing their reconciled knowl- 

edge. MERGILO is evaluated on its ability to identify corresponding entities and events across documents 

against a manually annotated corpus of news, showing promising results. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

This paper focuses on the problem of acquiring knowledge from

ultiple natural language (NL) sources and reconciling it in an in-

egrated formal representation . This problem, referred to as knowl-

dge reconciliation , is relevant in most application scenarios that re-

uire to create and evolve a knowledge base from multiple and dy-

amic NL sources, for example: (1) building an integrated knowl-

dge view, e.g., a summary, about a specific event, e.g., the Opening

f 2012 London Summer Olympics, by acquiring knowledge from

ifferent newspapers [1] ; (2) supporting human–machine dialogue

n the context of assistive robotics by collecting a patient’s personal

emories, which are provided through NL inputs over time. Let us

onsider the following news from two different sources: 

“Tony awards: “Fun Home” and “Curious incident” big winners.”

and 

“On Broadway’s biggest night “Fun Home” wins Tony award for

est Musical”

In an ideal scenario, the goal is to automatically produce an in-

egrated knowledge graph 

1 such as the one depicted in Fig. 1 . 2 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: misael.mongiovi@istc.cnr.it (M. Mongiovì). 
1 This paper refers to RDF/OWL [2] as the primary knowledge representation lan- 

uage for knowledge graphs. 
2 The picture is the result of a manual analysis and aims to show an ideal result 

hat an automatic system should be able to approximate. 
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olving this problem requires semantic parsing of multiple natu-

al language texts, transforming them to a formal representation,

nd identifying common vs. different parts in order to reason over

n integrated knowledge graph associated with its textual prove-

ance. Regardless of the chosen order, all these tasks must be ad-

ressed. Transforming natural language to formal representations

as been investigated in ontology learning [3] and machine read-

ng [4,5] ; recognizing common parts in multiple sources is differ-

ntly addressed by means of text similarity [6] , co-reference reso-

ution [7–9] , ontology matching [10] , and knowledge base integra-

ion [11,12] . 

In this paper, we describe in detail and experiment MERGILO,

n improved version of the method proposed in [13] to han-

le multiple NL inputs, typically short text inputs such as news,

n order to output knowledge graphs representing the integrated

nowledge that they express. Integrating knowledge from multi-

le NL sources is crucial in order to implement intelligent appli-

ations requiring the ability to evolve a multi-source and dynamic

nowledge base. However, this problem is challenging, considering

hat natural language can use heterogeneous forms for expressing

imilar knowledge. To complicate the situation, evaluation is also

ard since no gold standards are available and not even univer-

al standards for knowledge representations exist (different repre-

entations would require different gold standards). In this paper,

fter formally introducing the problem and presenting MERGILO,

e describe how we built a gold standard (we will also refer to

t as the ground truth), through a semi-automatic process, and

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2016.05.014
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/knosys
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.knosys.2016.05.014&domain=pdf
mailto:misael.mongiovi@istc.cnr.it
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2016.05.014
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Fig. 1. An integrated formal representation resulting from knowledge acquired from two different news about 2015 Tony Awards. The link between text segments and 

extracted knowledge needs to be preserved. 
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starting from an existing annotated corpus for Cross-Document

Coreference Resolution. The methodology is generalizable to other

formal representations, and consists in generating a set of yes/no

questions that can be answered by non-skilled people, using a

crowd sourcing platform (in our case CrowdFlower 3 ) to get the

answers, and automatically generating the gold standard from the

original corpus and the answers. In addition, we have tested our

method against the generated gold standard, and compared the re-

sults to those produced by the existing baseline method. 

Fig. 2 shows the overall pipeline of MERGILO: the input text

sources are parsed and transformed into RDF knowledge graphs,

then the knowledge graphs are reconciled by identifying their com-

mon parts. The first step is performed by reusing a state-of-the-art

approach [5] (discussed in Section 3 ), while the second step is per-

formed by means of a knowledge reconciliation method based on

frame semantics and network alignment. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis-

cusses relevant related research. Section 3 presents our knowledge

representation approach. Section 4 introduces our method to solve

the knowledge reconciliation problem. Section 5 is dedicated to the

evaluation of the proposed approach. Finally, Section 6 draws con-

clusions and shows directions where we are heading. 

2. Related work 

Cross-document Coreference resolution. The closest task to knowl-

edge reconciliation, as defined in literature, is the NLP task known
3 http://www.crowdflower.com/ 

m

g

s Cross-document Coreference Resolution (CCR) [7] . CCR aims at

ssociating mentions about a same entity (object, person, con-

ept, etc.) across different texts. Relevant work addressing cross-

ocument coreference resolution includes [14–16] . [7] uses spec-

ral clustering and graph partitioning, and [17] is based on bag of

ords, latent similarity and clustering techniques. This problem is

efined and solved in terms of text fragments, rather than formal

onstructs such as those composing a knowledge graph. Therefore

he results of CCR are “extractive”, and not applicable in “abstrac-

ive” tasks 4 that require a machine-usable representation of knowl-

dge. Trying to transfer the knowledge from a CCR output to an

bstract representation is hard. The identification of text fragments

or annotating mentions is not unambiguously defined. For exam-

le in the sentence “People said Reid’s representative Jack Ket-

oyan confirmed...” of the EECB gold standard for CCR, the whole

ext fragment “Reid’s representative Jack Ketsoyan” is considered a

ention (which clearly refers to “Jack Ketsoyan”). However, parts

f this text – taken alone – refer either to the same entity (e.g.,

Jack”, “representative”, “Ketsoyan”) or to other ones (e.g., “Reid”).

onnecting that mention to the correct entity of an abstract rep-

esentation is a non-trivial task that requires itself some degree of

omprehension of the text. In contrast, solving the problem at an

bstract level does not require handling text fragments, and has

he further advantage of enabling the exploitation of additional in-

ormation, including relations and semantic annotations, in order

o improve the results. 
4 Abstractive means that the result of text analysis is not a (set of) text seg- 

ent(s), but rather a representation of a text in a knowledge representation lan- 

uage, cf. [18] for a definition of abstractive techniques in NLP. 

http://www.crowdflower.com/
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of our knowledge reconciliation method: multiple natural language text sources are transformed into RDF knowledge graphs, then the graphs are reconciled 

by identifying common knowledge that they express. 
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5 http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred 
vent coreference. When extracted entities are events, the prob-

em changes to resolution of event coreference across documents

19,20] . Authors in [20] jointly model named entities and events.

lusters of entity and event mentions are constructed and merged

ccordingly to a similarity threshold based on linear regression.

hen, information flows between entity and event clusters through

eatures that model semantic role dependencies. The system han-

les nominal and verbal events as well as entities, and the joint

ormulation allows information from event coreference to help

ntity coreference, and vice-versa. Joint entity and event cross-

ocument co-reference is similar to our reconciliation problem.

he main difference from our work is that we work at the knowl-

dge graph level, while they work purely at the textual level. A

ecent work from Vossen et al. [21] leverages on RDF and language

nnotation frameworks for solving the event co-reference prob-

em. Using a language-independent representation, they are able

o find co-references not only across documents but also across

ifferent languages. Their system first processes the text (news-

aper articles) and produces an interoperable representation of

vents in NAF format [22] . NAF represents several kinds of text an-

otations, including tokens, entities, semantic roles and time ex-

ressions. Elements are also disambiguated to DBpedia, FrameNet,

ordNet and PropBank, and time expressions are converted to

ates by leveraging on the date of publication of the article. En-

ities that are associated to the same DBpedia entity are consid-

red co-referenced, while event co-references are detected by as-

ociating events whose predicates, places, participants and tempo-

al references match. This work has several similarities with ours.

e both leverage on RDF for representing knowledge extracted

rom text. We both disambiguate entities, word senses and seman-

ic roles by linking to external sources. However, there are also

any differences. Our approach does not leverage on time infor-

ation (date of publication of the article) and is more flexible in

ssociating entities and events. Indeed it enables entities that are

ot disambiguated to be co-referenced based on their association

o other entities and events (see Section 5 for real examples). Fur-

hermore, our approach enables events that are not temporally an-

hored (time information are not available) to be co-referenced,

hen sufficient information supports this hypothesis. This is ob-
ained thanks to a global optimization on the whole knowledge

raphs representing the text documents. In summary, the approach

f Vossen et al. [21] and ours are complementary in that they fo-

us on orthogonal aspects of graph-based event co-reference, i.e.

ompositionality of events and graph alignment, respectively. 

rom text to Linked data and RDF. Several approaches have been

roposed to fill the gap between NLP and RDF by providing frame-

orks for linguistic annotation and abstract representation of text.

otable work for representing linguistic annotations includes NIF

23] , OLiA [24] and DADA [25] . More specifically, GAF [22] is a

ecently proposed annotation framework for event representation.

hese frameworks are very helpful for integrating results from

ifferent NLP tools and have been leveraged by recent tools for

vent co-reference (e.g., [21] ). Representing the meaning of text

s more difficult and most of the work in this field has been fo-

used on learning and populating specific (task oriented) ontolo-

ies. A nice survey, presented in [3] , identifies seven systems rep-

esenting the state of the art in the area, and describes the typi-

al tasks addressed by ontology learning systems, as well as their

unctionalities and implemented techniques. Although it is a hard

ask, generating a high-level representation of the text has been

roved to be effective in many fields including sentiment analy-

is [26–28] , affective computing [29,30] , common-sense reasoning

31,32] . Most ontology learning and population systems focus on

eriving a schema-level formal representation of the knowledge

xpressed by a text source (e.g., concepts and taxonomical rela-

ions, axioms, etc.), while fact-level knowledge extraction is mainly

ddressed by ontology population tools, which require an exist-

ng target ontology and large-size text corpora. Many of them also

eed some manual intervention. Recently, more general purpose

pproaches have been proposed, including Abstract Meaning Rep-

esentation (AMR) [33] , which defines a semantic language to rep-

esent the meaning of thousands of English sentences (however, an

mplementation is not provided yet) and FRED [5,34] 5 a method

hat transforms natural language text into RDF-OWL graphs by

http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred
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leveraging the output of several NLP tools, and by using frame se-

mantics [35] as a reference linguistic theory. Its main limit relates

to schema-level axiomatization, i.e. it does not represent disjoint-

ness, and other OWL restrictions. All discussed approaches focus on

knowledge representation, while we focus on knowledge integra-

tion [36] . However, they provide a level of organization of knowl-

edge that makes abstract-level integration possible. 

Knowledge base integration and ontology matching. A rich overview

of ontology matching methods is provided by [10] . As for knowl-

edge base integration, relevant work includes [12] that lever-

ages the interplay between schema and instance matching. Sim-

ilarly, [11] shows a simple greedy iterative algorithm for align-

ing knowledge bases with millions of entities and facts. These

approaches are characterized by the preferred large size of the

ontologies/datasets treated (for best performance), which rarely

(probably never) derive from text sources. On the contrary, we

aim at handling knowledge graphs derived from text sources, and

modeled using a frame-semantics-based representation. They are

aligned according to similarity measures that exploit frame seman-

tics features, combined with an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)

graph matcher. In general, ontology alignment and knowledge base

integration methods have goals close to knowledge reconciliation.

Besides the specificity of textual knowledge, the main difference

is that they are designed for handling either schema-level enti-

ties (ontology concepts and relations), or large knowledge bases,

respectively. In most cases, they require manual intervention for

annotating seed examples, or huge corpora for training, in order to

reach their best performance. 

3. Knowledge extraction 

A knowledge graph is a fully labeled multi-digraph, the RDF ab-

stract data structure [2] being the primary example. It is charac-

terized by multiple semantic layers, i.e. nodes and edges, which

may represent schema entities, data entities, meta-data entities,

linguistic entities, (named) sub-graphs, etc. NL constructions can

be recognized from parsing text fragments, but their formal se-

mantics needs to be represented as a knowledge graph in a formal-

ization step. In our approach, we start by parsing and formalizing

texts into RDF-OWL. We mainly expect to target relatively short

texts (the size of documents in our benchmark varies from 457 to

1904 characters, with an average of 810 characters), and we need

to represent concepts, relations, and factual knowledge, with less

emphasis to schema-level axioms such as disjointness, cardinality

restrictions, etc. Considering our requirements, FRED results to be

the most appropriate as an open extractor (i.e. unsupervised and

domain-independent) among the available tools. Indeed it handles

corpora of short texts, producing libraries of related RDF named

graphs including fact-level as well as basic schema-level triples,

and is available as a REST service. 6 It uses a simple frame seman-

tics, which is well suited to our method. There are no limits in the

size of documents that FRED can handle. The only thing to note

may be represented by occasional errors of Boxer [37] (a tool in

the FRED’s pipeline) when performing the deep parsing that might

break the entire parsing of FRED. 

We focus on four kinds of objects that are either denoted or ex-

pressed by linguistic constructions emerging from a semantic pars-

ing of text in a frame semantics perspective: 

1. Named and skolemized entities: entities with either a public

name ( named entities ), or a machine-generated name ( skolem-

ized entities ), which are assumed to be denoted/referenced by a
6 http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred/api 
NL construction. They include individual persons, organizations,

places, artifacts, theories, etc. 

2. Event occurrences: entities that describe the occurrences of an

event. In general an event is described by a set of triples ( E,

P i , O i ) with i ∈ {1... n }, where E has a machine-generated name

generated starting from the verb, and P i is a semantic role

classifying an argument O i of E . Event occurrences represent

complex NL constructions (with dependency or categorical re-

lations), and typically denote complex facts, e.g., Anto gave a

candy to Bilal; the officials report that Italy has an increase in cor-

ruption; Gibson is the author of Neuromancer; my breakfast with

Goofy in the canteen, etc. 

3. Classes: entities with either a public name (words, terms), or a

machine-generated name (set builders), which are assumed to

represent a categorizing NL construction, and typically denote a

set of individual entities or events, e.g., dog, nation, city, break-

fast, run, etc. 

4. Qualities: entities that are assumed to be inherent characteris-

tics of an entity or event, e.g., nice, strong, hardly, in a sweet

way, etc. 

Since FRED performs word sense disambiguation and entity

inking, some entities of the resulting graph are linked to external

ources (DBpedia and VerbNet). 

Properties of FRED’s graphs are divided in two macro-

ategories: roles and non-roles . Roles are outgoing edges from event

odes. Role edges are broadly classified into agentive, passive , and

blique roles. In [26] we have described in detail the three classes

bove, defining which role category falls in each of them. All

ther edges are non-role edges. Some of the non-role edges in-

lude owl:sameAs , owl:equivalentClass , rdf:type and

dfs:subClassOf , with standard meaning from RDFS and OWL

ntology specification languages. 7 

An example of FRED’s output is reported in Fig. 3 although

he reader is invited to play with FRED online and check how

t represents knowledge. The graph contains a number of indi-

idual entities (represented by a purple diamond) and classes

represented by a yellow circle), connected by relations. Individ-

als may represent concrete entities (persons, objects, places),

r events or situations. For instance, the node fred:begin_1 8 

epresents the event of starting of the pre-production process.

t is connected to the entity fred:Evile , which represents

ts agent, to the node fred:process_1 , which represents its

heme (i.e. the pre-production process), and to the date of start-

ng (green box). fred:Evile is associated to its correspond-

ng DBpedia entity (node dbpedia:Evile ), indicating that it

s a publicly known concept. Each individual is also associated

o its type, when known. For instance fred:Evile has type

chemaorg:Organization and schemaorg:MusicGroup . 

. Knowledge reconciliation 

In the following we discuss in detail MERGILO, our method for

econciling knowledge extracted from text using FRED. The main

ssue in reconciling two FRED graphs consists in detecting nodes

f the two graphs that correspond to the same entity. Specifically

ur problem can be stated as follows: 

efinition 1. Given two FRED graphs G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 , P 1 ) and G 2 =
(V 2 , E 2 , P 2 ) , where V 1 and V 2 represent nodes (entities), E 1 and E 2
epresent edges (relations), and P 1 and P 2 represent edge labels

properties), find a complete list of node pairs ( v 1 , v 2 ) ( cross-graph

o-references ), with v 1 ∈ V 1 and v 2 ∈ V 2 , such that each pair of the

ist refers to the same entity. 
7 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/ , http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/ 
8 Prefix fred: stands for http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/fred/ 

http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred/api
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/fred/
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Fig. 3. Knowledge extraction diagram for the sentence: In February 2009 Evile began the pre-production process for their second album with Russ Russell. 

Fig. 4. First step of the pipeline of MERGILO: machine reading. 
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Complete means that if two entities v 1 ∈ V 1 and v 2 ∈ V 2 rep-

esent the same entity, the list of cross-graph co-references must

nclude ( v 1 , v 2 ). 

In the above definition we assume that two mentions of the

ame entity in the same sentence are identified by a single node

n the corresponding FRED graph. In real cases there might be dif-

erent RDF entities that are recognized as equivalent (e.g., by a

ameAs relation). We assume that such entities have been col-

apses into one single entity. The problem of finding co-referenced

ntities within a text document is solved by FRED by means of

oxer [37] and CoreNLP. 9 

Figs. 4–6 depict the pipeline of our graph-alignment-based

ethod for solving the problem defined above for two given sen-

ences supplied as an example. After the sentences are parsed by

achine reading ( Fig. 4 ), the resulting graphs are first compressed

y merging nodes and removing unnecessary URIs. The two com-

ressed graphs are aligned by establishing a 1–1 correspondence

etween nodes of the first graph and nodes of the second graph

hat maximizes a score function , which combines the similarity

etween aligned nodes and the similarity between aligned edges

 Fig. 5 ). Maximizing the score function has the effect of aligning

odes that have high similarity and that are in turn connected

o edges with high similarity. Therefore both element similarities
9 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml 

(  

t  

p  
nd structural information are considered. At the end, the aligned

odes are mapped to individuals in the original graphs and sameAs

elations are added between aligned nodes. The final output of our

nowledge reconciliation method, MERGILO, for the two input sen-

ences is reported in Fig. 6 . 

In the following subsections we give details on (i) graph com-

ression, (ii) node and edge similarity and (iii) the graph alignment

lgorithm. 

.1. Graph compression 

Graph compression aggregates clusters of nodes in order to ob-

ain abstracted graphs with less, more informative, nodes. This step

s necessary for two reasons. First, the same entity may be rep-

esented by different equivalent nodes. Collapsing all equivalent

odes reduces the number of cross-graph associations to be found

nd increases their quality. Second, it enables aggregating type in-

ormation to nodes, therefore increasing the amount of information

hat helps associating nodes across graphs. The abstraction process

as two steps: aggregating equivalent nodes and aggregating types.

ggregating equivalent nodes. We aggregate all equivalent nodes

e.g., nodes connected by sameAs relations). More in de-

ail, we consider the set of connected components of the in-

ut graph restricted to only edges of the type owl:sameAs ,

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml
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Fig. 5. Second step of the pipeline of MERGILO: compression and alignment. 
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owl:equivalentTo , coref or other_coref 10 and collapse

each connected component into one single node. The aggregated

node will contain all URIs of the original nodes. The aggre-

gated nodes will also inherit all connections (edges) of the orig-

inal nodes except rdf:type , rdf:subClassOf , owl:sameAs ,
owl:equivalentTo , coref and other_coref . 

Aggregating types. For every individual node v we collect all nodes

that are rdf:type of v (i.e. all related class nodes). They include

all nodes that are rdf:subclassOf any node that is rdf:type
of v (recursively). We then augment the URIs of the correspond-

ing aggregated node with the labels of collected nodes, except very

general URIs (such as dul:Event ). Then we remove the original

class nodes. Note that the same URI of a type node may be dupli-

cated in more than one aggregated node. This is possible since two

distinct individuals may refer to the same type node. 

For instance, from the graph in Fig. 3 , the compressed graph

generated would have nine nodes with the following URIs: 

1. fred:begin_1 ; fred:Begin ; vn.data:Begin_
55010100 ; 

2. 2009-02-01 ; 
3. fred:Evile ; dbpedia:Evile ; schemaorg:Organizatio

schemaorg:MusicGroup ; 
4. fred:process_1 ; fred:Pre-productionProcess ;

fred:Process ; 
5. fred:Pre-production ; 
6. fred:album_1 ; fred:SeccondAlbum ; fred:Album ; 
7. fred:Second ; 
8. fred:thing_1 ; boxer:Thing ; 
9. fred:Russ_russel ; dbpedia:Russ_Russel . 

4.2. Node and edge similarity 

Similarity measures for nodes and edges are used by the op-

timizer to define the alignment score function. The similarity can
10 coref and other_coref are generated by FRED to connect coreferenced 

mentions resolved as different entities. 

b  

o  

o  

I

e positive or negative. Elements that have negative similarity tend

ot to be associated, while elements with positive similarity tend

o be associated. Note that the alignment algorithm performs a

lobal optimization, and hence local parts of the alignment may

e penalized in favor of a global reward. For instance, two edges

ith positive similarity may not be aligned because this would im-

ly aligning their endpoint nodes with negative similarity. Simi-

arly, two nodes with negative similarity may be aligned to enable

ligning incident edges with positive similarity. 

We consider a subset of inter-graph node pairs (the same

or edge pairs) that are associable and define a similarity mea-

ure between such nodes (or edges). If two nodes (or edges) are

ot associable we say that their similarity is −∞ . As an exam-

le of associable nodes, a named entity fred:Evile (a musical

and) in a graph (e.g., Fig. 3 ) may be associated with a skolem-

zed entity fred:band_1 in another graph. Instances of asso-

iable edges might be vnrole:Agent and vnrole:Actor (cf.

oth agentive roles). They would be actually associated if both

airs of their source nodes and destination nodes are associated as

ell. 

ode similarity. We distinguish among three kinds of node pairs:

elevant, compatible and incompatible . We first check if both nodes

efer to named entities. If so, we check whether they refer to the

ame named entity or to different ones. Labels of named enti-

ies are compared both by string matching and by their alignment

o public resources (DBpedia). If the labels are equal or are as-

ociated with the same DBpedia entity, the pair of nodes is con-

idered relevant . Otherwise the nodes are considered incompati-

le . If one of the two nodes does not refer to a named entity, we

heck the similarity of all cross-node pairs of labels except those

f skolemized entities (i.e. individuals that are not named enti-

ies, e.g., fred:process_1 in Fig. 3 ; we remind the reader that

 node may have more than one URI) to see if the nodes share

quivalent or similar concepts. We discuss below how similarity

etween URIs is computed. If the two nodes share the same URI

r refer to words with similarity higher than a predefined thresh-

ld that we call similarity threshold , they are considered compatible .

n all other cases, the nodes are considered incompatible . 
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Fig. 6. Final output of MERGILO. Red dashed lines represent cross-graph co-references. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article). 
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11 A star is a subgraph with a central node connected to a set of peripheral 

(degree 1) nodes 
To compute URI similarity, we first check whether the two URIs

orrespond to nodes of the same type (both events or both skolem-

zed entities or both qualities or both classes etc.). If they do not

ave the same type, they are considered not similar. Otherwise,

orresponding labels are extracted and label similarity is computed

y semantic word-to-word similarity. We remind that URIs are col-

ected (during the compression) from equivalent nodes, type nodes

nd subclasses. A URI is generated by FRED as a string with a com-

on part and a variable part. The variable part is typically a word

r a short text extracted from the input document or elaborated

y reasoning (e.g., a node of the compressed graph that represents

 reference “her” to “Tara Reid” will have as a label the variable

art “person”, which is the same as the entity of a generic word

person” in the text). We strip off the common parts and apply

he WordNet Lesk-Tanim similarity provided by SEMILAR [38] – a

opular tool for text similarity – on the variable parts. We exper-

mented with similarity thresholds in the range between 0.0 and

.9 and got the best performance with 0.7. 

Based on the node pairs classification above, the similarity be-

ween two nodes v 1 ∈ G 1 and v 2 ∈ G 2 is assigned as follows: 

im ( v 1 , v 2 ) = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

1 if v 1 and v 2 are relevant 

−1 if v 1 and v 2 are compatible 

−∞ if v 1 and v 2 are incompatible 

Although simple, we found experimentally that this scoring

chema works better than other more complex ones. More com-

lex score functions might work better in some cases but worse

n other cases, compromising the overall performances. The ra-

ionale behind our scoring schema can be expressed intuitively

s: 1 = associate unless there are better choices, −1 = asso-
iate only if you have valid reasons to do it, −∞ = do not

ssociate. 

dge similarity. The similarity between two edges is defined in

erms of their type. Specifically, we distinguish between compat-

ble and incompatible edges based on their property type and pos-

ibly their thematic role (cf. Section 3 ). If both edges are non-role

dges, they are considered compatible. If both edges are role edges,

hey are considered compatible only if their roles are both agentive

AGNT) or passive (PTNT). In all other cases the edges are consid-

red incompatible. 

The similarity between two edges is defined as: 

im (e 1 , e 2 ) = 

{
1 + ω + ε if e 1 and e 2 are compatible 

−∞ if e 1 and e 2 are incompatible 

here ε is a very small number (0.001) introduced to break ties

when different alignments produce the same score, we prefer the

ne with the highest number of aligned edges) and ω is a param-

ter that enables associating sets of compatible nodes if they are

onnected by sufficiently high numbers of edges. Just to give an in-

uitive meaning of ω, to have a positive reward in associating two

tars 11 of compatible (not relevant) nodes, the degree of the two

enters must be at least 1/ ω. In our experiments we set exactly

 = 1 / 3 . 

.3. Alignment 

Once the similarity among nodes and edges has been defined,

ur problem can be described in terms of a graph alignment prob-
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12 http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/mergilo/ 
13 http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred/fredlib 
14 http://www.newsreader-project.eu/results/data/wikinews/ 
lem. Graph alignment is a widely studied problem that has many

applications in several fields [11,39–41] . It can be formulated as a

quadratic assignment problem [39] and reduced to Integer Linear

Programming [40] . The problem formulation we adopt in MERGILO

is designed specifically for directed multi-graphs (a pair of nodes

can be connected by more than one edge) and is similar to other

previously proposed formulations [42] . 

We denote with V ( G ) the set of nodes in G and with E ( G ) the

set of triples e = (v 1 , v 2 , p) in G (edges of G ) where v 1 , v 2 ∈ V ( G )

and p is a property, drawn from the vocabulary P of properties. 

An alignment between two graphs is defined as A = (AV, AE)

where: 

– AV is a set of pairs ( v 1 , v 2 ), with v 1 ∈ V ( G 1 ) and v 2 ∈ V ( G 2 ), that

defines a 1–1 correspondence between nodes in G 1 and nodes

in G 2 (i.e., such that there are no couples of pairs ( v 1 , v 2 ) and

( u 1 , u 2 ) such that v 1 = u 1 or v 2 = u 2 ); 

– AE is a set of pairs ( e 1 , e 2 ), with e 1 ∈ E ( G 1 ) and e 2 ∈ E ( G 2 ), that

defines a 1–1 correspondence between edges in G 1 and edges

in G 2 , and such that if ( e 1 , e 2 ) ∈ AE then the endpoints of e 1
and e 2 form two pairs in AV . 

We aim at finding the alignment A = (AV, AE) that maximizes a

suitable score function that considers both nodes and edges simi-

larity. We define the score function as: 

score (G 1 , G 2 , AV, AE) = 

∑ 

(v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ AV 

sim (v 1 , v 2 ) + 

∑ 

(e 1 ,e 2 ) ∈ AE 

sim (e 1 , e 2 ) 

4.3.1. Solving the alignment 

Computing the optimal alignment is a NP-hard problem

[42] and hence no polynomial-time algorithm for it is known.

However, since the size of knowledge graphs generated from text

is not very high, and this kind of graphs is usually sparse, standard

optimization techniques are affordable. We reduce our problem

into ILP (Integer Linear Programming) and use a standard solver

for the optimization. ILP optimizers often converge to optimal solu-

tions on small or medium size problem instances and provide good

approximations with proved error bounds on larger instances. 

We consider RV, RE as the sets of all possible associations of

nodes and edges, respectively. We denote with x v 1 , v 2 a variable that

has value 1 if ( v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ AV , 0 otherwise, and with y e 1 ,e 2 a variable

that has value 1 if ( e 1 , e 2 ) ∈ AE , 0 otherwise. The ILP formulation

of our alignment problem is: 

max 
∑ 

(v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ RV 

sim (v 1 , v 2 ) · x v 1 , v 2 + 

∑ 

(e 1 ,e 2 ) ∈ RE 

sim (e 1 , e 2 ) · y e 1 ,e 2 

s.t. ∑ 

v 1 ∈ V 1 
x v 1 , v 2 ≤ 1 ∀ v 2 ∈ V (G 2 ) 

∑ 

v 2 ∈ V 2 
x v 1 , v 2 ≤ 1 ∀ v 1 ∈ V (G 1 ) 

∑ 

e 1 ∈ E 1 
y e 1 ,e 2 ≤ 1 ∀ e 2 ∈ E(G 2 ) 

∑ 

e 2 ∈ V 2 
y e 1 ,e 2 ≤ 1 ∀ e 1 ∈ E(G 1 ) 

x u 1 ,u 2 ≥ y (u 1 , v 1 ) , (u 2 , v 2 ) ∀ (u 1 , v 1 ) , (u 2 , v 2 ) ∈ RE : (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ RV 

x v 1 , v 2 ≥ y (u 1 , v 1 ) , (u 2 , v 2 ) ∀ (u 1 , v 1 ) , (u 2 , v 2 ) ∈ RE : (v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ RV. 

Note that, although we do not explicitly aim at aligning edges,

edge alignment is necessary for solving the graph alignment prob-

lem. Indeed a good graph alignment must conserve the structure

as better as possible, i.e., edges in the first graph must have (as

much as possible) a correspondence in the second graph and vice-

versa. 

We use a standard solver (IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6.1) to find the

optimal alignment between the input graphs. In most cases we
nd the optimal solution in fractions of a second. For larger prob-

em instances it is possible to apply known efficient heuristics in

hange of a slight loss in quality [39] . 

Although we described the reconciliation of pairs of documents,

e can handle multiple documents as well by multiple applica-

ions of pairwise document knowledge reconciliation. We first rec-

ncile the first two documents, producing an initial knowledge

ase. Then, we iteratively integrate the abstract representation of

he other documents to the existing knowledge base one document

y one. 

. Experimental analysis 

We implemented MERGILO as a Python tool 12 on top of

redLib. 13 We used IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6.1 for solving the Integer

inear Program. 

A simple baseline method for our problem is to apply exist-

ng knowledge extraction tools on a single document built by ap-

ending all input documents one after another. However, this ap-

roach would produce a sparse representation that misses asso-

iations among concepts, entities and events across documents.

n alternative approach consists in building multiple knowledge

raphs, one per input document, and integrates them by existing

nowledge base integration tools. Recent knowledge base integra-

ion tools [11] are based on graph alignment and hence they are

omehow similar to our approach. However, a crucial part of these

ethods is the definition of rewards and penalties of aligned nodes

nd edges (node and edge similarity), which relies on similarity

etween label texts, and often requires manual intervention. Sim-

larity functions defined for knowledge bases such as Yago, IMDB

nd Freebase are not adequate to compare the rich repertoire of

ntities and relations produced by knowledge extraction tools such

s FRED. Our tool is specifically designed for this kind of graphs.

nother possibility is to employ the tool by Vossen et al. [21] to

nd corresponding entities and events across documents. Although

e expect high precision results when time information is avail-

ble (e.g., we have the date of publication of articles), in our sce-

ario, where time information is not available, this method is not

ble to match events and hence it would not do any better than

imply associating entities disambiguated to the same DBpedia

ntity. 

Besides the fact that no competing approaches are available, we

o not have a benchmark for evaluation either. Instead of build-

ng a benchmark with ground truth annotations from scratch, we

dapted an existing corpus for CCR. Among the corpora available

EECB [20] , ECB+ [43] , MEANTIME 14 ), we chose a cluster of the

ECB 1.0 [20] corpus (cluster 1). The EECB gold standard is a well-

stablished extension of ECB [19] , a corpus annotated with event

o-references, that also contains entity co-reference annotations.

e are currently considering evaluating our tool against the other

orpora as well. 

We employed a semi-automatic process to transfer the co-

eferences between mentions into co-references between entities.

he manual intervention is necessary since there is no well as-

essed method to map a mention (text span) to an entity (that is

sually associated to a single word in the text) with 100% relia-

ility. For example in the sentence “Reid’s representative Jack Ket-

oyan” the whole text is a mention that refers to “Jack Ketsoyan”.

owever, our abstract representation (RDF graph) does not contain

ny entity associated to the whole text span. In contrast it contains

hree different entities associated with “Reid”, “representative” and

Jack Ketsoyan”, respectively. It is not easy to distinguish which of

http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/mergilo/
http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred/fredlib
http://www.newsreader-project.eu/results/data/wikinews/
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Fig. 7. An example of question for CrowdFlower workers. The correct answer to this question is “Yes” since both the highlighted text and the red underlined text refer to 

Tara Reid. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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Fig. 8. Precision and recall obtained by varying the word similarity threshold. 
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hese entities correspond to the mention above; it would require

ome degree of comprehension of the text. 

We constructed the corpus by performing the following steps: 

– building the RDF graph of each document; 

– mapping RDF entities with mentions in the EECB gold standard;

– building clusters of entities from clusters of mentions. 

The RDF graphs are built by running FRED on the documents

f the EECB corpus. The hardest task is to establish the correspon-

ence between RDF entities and text mentions. Once this corre-

pondence is available, clusters of entities can be easily built by

aking all entities that correspond to mentions in the same clus-
er of mentions (from the EECB annotations) and grouping them

ogether. 

To map RDF entities to EECB mentions we take advantage of

ntity-associated text spans generated by FRED during the con-

truction of the RDF graph. Note that text-spans is the only infor-

ation we get from FRED’s graphs, in order to avoid bias in the re-

ulting gold standard. Each text span maintains the character offset

f the part of original text associated to an entity. Often this text

pan differs from the corresponding mention in the gold standard.

or example in the following sentence: 

Tara Reid, 33, who starred in ‘American Pie’ and appeared on U.S.

V show ‘Scrubs’, has entered the Promises Treatment Center 
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Fig. 9. Precision and recall obtained when varying the word similarity threshold when aligning entities only. 
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15 http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/mergilo 
16 Note that the all-to-all alignment is just for evaluation purpose. Aligning multi- 

ple documents can be done by a linear number of pairwise alignments, as described 

in Section 4. 
FRED creates an entity fred:Tara_reid and connects it to

the text span corresponding to “Tara Reid”. In contrast, in the EECB

gold standard the whole text “Tara Reid, 33, who starred in ‘Amer-

ican Pie’ and appeared on U.S. TV show ‘Scrubs”’ is associated to a

mention that refers to Tara Reid. In this example the FRED’s text

span is wholly contained in the EECB mention, but this is not al-

ways true in general. Indeed containment is neither a necessary

nor sufficient condition for a FRED’s text span and an EECB men-

tion to correspond. 

To solve the mapping, we resort to a partially manual approach

based on CrowdFlower. We recruited a number of non-skilled peo-

ple (workers) to establish the correspondence between mentions.

Specifically, each worker had to answer a collection of questions

asking whether two text spans in a certain sentence correspond to

the same entity (person, thing, event or concept) or not. An ex-

ample of question is shown in Fig. 7 . Questions are generated by

considering all pairs (FRED’s test span / EECB mention) that par-

tially overlap. Fully overlapping pairs are automatically assigned

as corresponding, while non-overlapping pairs are assumed to be

discordant. 

The CrowdFlower job is composed by 280 questions that re-

quire a yes/no answer. Each question was solved by at least 3 peo-

ple (when full agreement was reached) and up to 5 people (when
here was low agreement). The agreement varied from 0.52 to 1.0

epending on the question. Agreement is computed as the sum of

he trust score of workers that gave the aggregated answer divided

y the total trust score of workers that answered that question.

he trust score is a value between 0 and 1 assigned to each worker

o measure its ability to solve the job. Completing the job costed

4 US dollars. 

The obtained corpus is publicly available. 15 It contains 19 RDF

raphs with the abstract representation of the 19 input documents,

9 extended RDF graphs that also contain annotations of RDF en-

ities with text spans in the original documents, and a file with

he cross-graph correspondences among RDF entities. Correspond-

ng entities are grouped into clusters. A cluster corresponds to a

eal-word entity or event. The corpus contains 43 clusters covering

45 RDF entities and 558 pairwise cross-graph correspondences. 

We aligned pairs of documents from the corpus in all possi-

le ways, and evaluated the results for each pair (171 pairs in to-

al). 16 We computed precision, recall and F-measure of the aligned

http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/mergilo
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Fig. 10. Precision and recall obtained by varying the word similarity threshold when aligning events only. 
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airs of nodes across graphs. Since there might be several nodes

n an RDF graph that correspond to the same entity (this is due

o the way FRED builds RDF representations of input sentences),

nd we are interested in measuring the quality of the alignment

cross graphs (not within graphs), we collapsed all equivalent

odes within a graph into single nodes. We consider two nodes in

 graph as equivalent if they are identified as equivalent by either

he gold standard or FRED (e.g., connected by a sameAs relation,

hich by definition is created when the detected entity is found

n DBpedia). Precision was computed as the percentage of aligned

airs identified by the tool that are also gold pairs. Recall was com-

uted as the percentage of gold pairs that are also identified by the

ool. The F-measure was computed as twice the product of preci-

ion and recall divided by their sum. 

We run our tool with several values of the node similarity

hreshold (parameter introduced in Section 4.2 ) in the range be-

ween 0.1 and 1.0. The results are compared with a baseline

ethod that only aligns named entities with the same name and

ntities that are linked to the same DBpedia entity by FRED (FRED

ses TAGME [44] for linking to DBpedia entities). Precision and re-

all of MERGILO are shown in Fig. 8 together with the result of

aseline (the average values among all tests is considered). 

Our tool has a recall constantly higher than baseline, with a

recision slightly lower than baseline. The best performances are
btained with a similarity threshold of 0.7 (0.85 precision, 0.51 re-

all and 0.61 F-measure). Low values of the similarity threshold pe-

alize the precision while maintaining the recall almost constant.

his is expected since words that have different meanings tend to

e associated, thus increasing the number of false positives. With

 similarity threshold of 1.0, MERGILO is equivalent to the baseline

ethod, since only named entities with the same name and enti-

ies that are linked to the same DBpedia entity can be associated.

he baseline method has a slightly higher precision than MERGILO

0.90) but a lower recall (0.41) and a significantly lower F-measure

0.53). The higher precision is expected since the baseline method

nly aligns entities with high confidence (linked to the same DBpe-

ia entity or with the same name). Our method is able to reach a

ignificantly higher recall with a slight loss in precision. Note that,

n contrast with the baseline, our method is able to align events.

igs. 9 and 10 show the performances in aligning only entities and

nly events, respectively. 

In aligning entities our method reaches the maximum precision

0.88) and recall (0.57) with a similarity threshold of 0.7. Again

he method is stable when varying the parameter, with only small

ariations in the range 0.2–0.7. Precision is close to baseline (0.88

s. 0.90) while recall is significantly higher (0.57 vs. 0.54), indi-

ating that our method is able to align correctly entities that are

ot disambiguated to the same DBpedia entity. In aligning events,
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both precision and recall increase slowly at increasing the similar-

ity threshold, reaching the best performances at 0.8. With this sim-

ilarity threshold precision is 0.33 and recall is 0.28, with F-measure

equal to 0.29. Despite far from optimal, these performances are

much better than baseline, whose precision and recall is zero, as

expected. Note that these results are obtained without consider-

ing neither temporal information nor domain knowledge. Mapping

corresponding events without further knowledge on the topic of

discussion is a very hard task even for humans. 

Our tool took one hour and forty-five minutes to process all

171 document pairs with a similarity threshold of 0.7. We did

not perform extensive running time tests on large datasets since

our first goal is accuracy. Our implementation is not optimized

for efficiency, and contains several bottlenecks (word-similarity

computation, rest interfaces among components, etc.). However,

they can be handled by optimizing the implementation for effi-

ciency (pre-computing word-similarity, making all components in-

process, etc.). The main scalability concern of our method involves

the numerical optimization based on ILP, since its resolution is NP-

complete, and therefore the time complexity might be exponen-

tial in the worst case. Although the algorithm is exponential in the

general case, real scenarios are relatively easy to solve thanks to

the sparsity of the graphs and the small set of potential associa-

tions across graphs. Just to give an idea, the ILP optimization took

fractions of seconds for each document pair. For large documents

the running time might increase significantly. In this case it is pos-

sible to apply known scalable heuristics for graph alignment [39] . 

Finally, we report some interesting results found by our

method. The following two sentences are fragments extracted from

two documents of our benchmark that refer to the same event of

reporting information operated by the representative of Tara Reid,

Jack Ketsoyan. 

“Perennial party girl Tara Reid checked herself into Promises Treat-

ment Center, her rep told People.”

“A publicist says Tara Reid has checked herself into rehab.”

The abstract representation of these two events, built up from

the words “told” in the first sentence and “says” in the second one,

are correctly associated by our method. Such an association is pos-

sible since the agent is the same and the topic corresponds to an

event that is in turn associated to co-referenced entities (the event

of checking into Promises Treatment Center operated by Tara Reid).

Our method is able to find the most suitable assignment through a

global optimization of the match between the two abstract repre-

sentations. Later on, in the same text documents, we find the ex-

pression “her family’s privacy”, where “her” refers to Tara Reid. Our

method correctly associates the abstract representation of “family”

and “privacy”. Again, only by exploring the relations of “family”

and “privacy” with other entities, it is possible to perform the cor-

rect match. 

6. Conclusions 

The major challenge in automatic knowledge reconciliation

is to make sense of similarity of multiple graphs, at the same

time representing knowledge across schema-level, instance-level,

temporal, spatial, and context-bound entities and relations. It

is a long-term programme that proves sometimes difficult even

for humans when processing e.g., a few news items, but more

and more critical with the overwhelming amount of information

delivered daily to our brains. 

In this paper we presented MERGILO, a method for generating

and integrating knowledge graphs extracted from multiple text

documents. Our tool relies on FRED, a machine reading tool

for generating abstract representations of text documents, and

integrates the generated knowledge by means of an optimization

technique for graph alignment. We assessed the performance of
ur tool in identifying entities that correspond across documents.

e showed a methodology to annotate a corpus and thus creating

 gold standard by using the CrowdFlower platform. The results,

btained by comparing MERGILO with a baseline on the generated

orpus, show that our method is effective in integrating knowledge

rom multiple sources by correctly identifying co-referent entities

nd events. Ongoing work concentrates upon: 1) increasing the

ecall of reconciliation across multiple heterogeneous documents;

) managing time-indexable relatedness, especially with reference

o events; 3) combining ideas from the method by Vossen et al.

21] with our method in order to increase precision; 4) integrating

ERGILO into vertical applications, for example within the un-

erstanding component of a companion robot under development

n an European project supporting active ageing of people with

ementia. In the latter, the goal is to recognize and associate

ntities and relations referenced by a patient during robot–human

ialogue. 
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